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Abstract
To facilitate rational decision making regarding cyber security investments, decision makers need to be able to assess expected losses before and after potential investments. This paper presents a model based assessment framework for analyzing the cyber security provided by different architectural scenarios. The framework uses the Bayesian statistics based Extended Influence Diagrams to express attack graphs and related countermeasures. In this paper it is demonstrated how this structure can be captured in an abstract model to support analysis based on architectural models. The approach allows calculating the probability that attacks will succeed and the expected loss of these given the instantiated architectural scenario. Moreover, the framework can handle the uncertainties that are accompanied to the analyses. In architectural analysis there are uncertainties acquainted both to the scenario and its properties, as well as to the analysis framework that stipulates how security countermeasures contribute to cyber security.

1. Introduction
The capability to assess the current cyber security posture as well as the cyber security posture after potential security investments is vital for efficient security management. For decision makers that deal with security investments, knowledge of the expected consequence of attacks prior and after a cyber investment is something that enables rational decision making [21].

When assessing these numbers the decision maker is faced with a great deal of uncertainty. Firstly, there is an uncertainty in how the cyber security mechanisms influence each other and how, or if, they contribute to security of a system as a whole. As stated in [24], there is today no algebra on perimeter security. Secondly, there is an issue regarding the accuracy of information on which the assessment is based upon. As soon as enterprises become moderate in size, the number of security mechanisms and issues becomes very large, highly diverse, and interconnected in complex manners. Information and indicators collected for security assessments are thus inevitably never fully credible, nor complete [25]. Still however, the cyber security decision maker needs to make choices that are rational from a holistic point of view.

This paper describes a framework for assessing the security of information systems while taking both these types of uncertainty into consideration. The framework bases its analyses on system architecture models. Software, system, and enterprise architecture is commonly proposed as tool for managing system complexities on a high level, holistic, level of abstraction. Unfortunately many architecture languages and frameworks fail to explain how different kinds of analysis should be performed on an architecture model. This paper describes an information system analysis framework that is well equipped for dealing with uncertainty can be merged with architecture metamodels by using a concept we call Abstract models.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section two and three related work is described. This includes a description and an example of how extended influence diagrams can be used to model defense graphs. Section four describes abstract models and how these can be used to capture the type of defense graph that was presented in section three. Section five presents an example of how this abstract model can be instantiated into a concrete model and how it thereby facilitates security assessment. Finally, in section six and seven, some topics are discussed and conclusions are drawn.

2. Attack graphs and defense graphs
A great number of metrics have been proposed to capture the security of information technology. Typically those metrics start analyzing the information
system from an external perspective by considering what kinds of attacks that would harm the system. An example is the attack surface metric [29] that measures how attackable various resources of a system are to enable relative comparison with similar systems. Other examples are the weakest adversary metric [27] and the mean time-to-compromise metric [28]. These metrics capture the difficulty or effort an adversary faces when attacking a system. To some extent this requires specification of the paths an adversary can use to compromise a system. Attack trees [15][16][17] (sometimes called threat trees) is an approach commonly used to model these attack paths.

In an attack tree, the attacker’s main goal is depicted as the root of the tree and the steps to reach this goal are broken down into sub-goals of the attack through “AND” and “OR” relationships. Usually, several different attacker goals are of relevance and create a forest of attack trees.

Tree and graph structures of attack paths have been applied in several ways to assess security of systems and to assess system vulnerabilities and risks. Both [17] and [13] has proposed the use of attack trees during system development to analyze the security. In addition to this, plenty of analysis techniques based on graphs over attacks has been suggested, for example [18] [19][20] and [30].

While it is typically difficult to directly control what actions an attacker will chose and how frequent their attempts are, decision makers can to great extent control the difficulty to perform undesired actions by imposing countermeasures. Hence, a natural extension of attack graphs is to include these controllable countermeasures in the graph. In [13] countermeasures are modeled together with trees depicting threats, and in the theses by Foster [17] and Schechter [15] countermeasures are included in the tree structures. The concept of including countermeasures in the tree structure has also been used in [2], to create something called “Defense trees” (cf. Figure 1).

![Figure 1 - The defense tree concept, from [26].](image)

Techniques has been presented which use defense trees for strategic evaluation of security investments [2], modeling strategic games in security [26], as well as modeling of conditional preference of defense techniques using conditional preference nets [3].

The statistical mathematics apparatus of Bayesian networks is well suited for combining disparate concepts and managing the uncertainty present in assessments [9]. Bayesian networks can also be used as a formal underpinning for attack graphs [1]. In [31] a method for expressing defense graphs using Extended Influence Diagrams, a flavor of Bayesian networks, has been presented. This paper builds on that work.

### 3. Using extended influence diagrams for expressing defense graphs

#### 3.1 Extended influence diagrams

An influence diagram is a Bayesian network extended with special nodes indicating decisions and utilities, in addition to the so called Bayesian chance nodes [5][8]. Extended influence diagrams are in addition equipped with a new kind of edge in order to clearly separate between causal relations and definitions [4], cf. Figure 2.

![Figure 2 - The notation of extended influence diagrams.](image)

Extended influence diagrams feature random variables associated with chance nodes that may assume values, or states, from a finite domain such as \{High, Medium, Low\} or \{True, False\}. A chance node could for example be “encryption strength” or “use of digital signatures”.

The nodes in extended influence diagrams are connected to each other through causal or definitional arcs. Causal arcs capture relations of the real world, such as “stronger encryption yield higher confidentiality”. Definitional relationships are on the other hand defined by the modeler, who also specifies how the defined property is defined by its parents [4]. The concept of security can for example be defined through preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability. Probabilistic inference is performed by propagating values through the network; given the value of one node, the values of related nodes can be statistically inferred.

Decision nodes may as chance nodes assume one of several predefined and mutually exclusive states and can be coupled with chance nodes to express the capability to influence, or be influenced by, chance
nodes. Utility nodes are used to express the utility associated with a combination of states in chance and decision nodes. A value expressing utility, positive or negative, is assigned to each states of influencing chance nodes and decision nodes. A utility node could for instance be “Economic loss” and this could be influenced by whether an attack is successful or not. For more comprehensive treatments on Bayesian networks, influence diagrams and extended influence diagrams see [4][5][6][7] and [8].

Similar to the development of Bayesian networks, the creation of an extended influence diagram involves two parts: one qualitative part where the structure of the extended influence diagram is constructed and definitional relationships are quantified; and one quantitative part where causal influences are quantified.

In the qualitative part various sources can be used as input, including literature, statistical data and expert judgment. A heuristic method developing Extended Influence Diagrams from scientific texts is presented in [12]. The quantitative definition of conditional probability tables are often considered the more difficult part of modeling Bayesian networks [10][11], and consequently also extended influence diagrams. The commonly used sources to quantify these conditional probabilities are also literature, statistical data, and human experts [11]. Methods have also been developed to base probabilities on combinations of these sources [10][11].

3.2 Expressing defense graphs with extended influence diagrams

Extended influence diagrams can be used to express attack trees [31]. The steps in an attack can be illustrated by chance nodes with the states “Success” and “Failure”. The AND-relationships and OR-relationships in the attack graph can be expressed using deterministic definitional relations and specified through conditional probability tables (cf. Figure 3). The impact from consequences of a successful attack can be taken into consideration and expressed through utility nodes where the negative impact of an attack is quantified.

By extending this structure with the countermeasures influencing how probable an attack is to succeed, a defense graph can be created [31]. In the defense graph the countermeasures are included as attributes. These countermeasures have an influence the on probability that an attacker succeeds with his or her sub-goals, and indirectly with his ultimate goal (cf. Figure 4).

![Figure 3 - Attack trees expressed through extended influence diagrams.](image)

**Figure 3 - Attack trees expressed through extended influence diagrams.**

**Figure 4 - The influence of countermeasures on the difficulty in succeeding attacks.**

The capabilities of the attacker may also be included in the model. These can be assessed by attributes such as the time he or she have to spend; the prior knowledge about the system that he or she attacks; and the skill of the attacker in terms of compromising systems [23]. For the example used in this paper the attacker’s capabilities are however excluded in the model. Instead assume that the model is designed for specific type of attacker, e.g. an outsider with world-class skill and prior system knowledge.

3.3 An example defense graph over password protection

In order to further explain the approach we here present a simple example borrowed from [31]. The example models a defense graph over access control of a standalone computer with password protection. Three general strategies are here assumed to exist to compromise a password protection mechanism. Firstly and secondly the attacker may performs a brute force attack or a dictionary attack against the system, and that way guess the password. A third strategy would be to find out the password by other means, for example by social engineering. An attack tree depicting these goals is given in Figure 5.

![Figure 5 - An example defense graph over password protection.](image)

**Figure 5 - An example defense graph over password protection.**
The figure also contains some defense mechanisms relevant for the mentioned attacks. It is assumed that the difficulty of obtaining passwords is directly dependent on three attributes: the existence of default passwords that grant access; if the passwords are used in other systems; and if password holders (personnel) are susceptible to social engineering or not. Two factors that influence the difficulty of cracking passwords in a brute force attack are the strength of passwords, and if there is a limitation to the number of attempts that an attacker can try passwords using standard logon functionality. The size of salt and the strength of hash algorithms are also to be important for the difficulty of succeeding with brute force attacks. The same attributes are also of relevance to the difficulty of performing dictionary attacks, but most likely in another way.

The efficiency, functioning and strength of technical countermeasures are in many cases dependent on the quality of functions, processes and humans surrounding them. For instance, passwords do not offer strong protection if they are not kept confidential, if they are default passwords, or if they are weak. The presence of weak passwords may in turn reflect whether the employees have received security training or not, and if password policies are existent.

Figure 5 depicts the qualitative structure of an extended influence diagram expressing the abovementioned. In order to infer a numeric value to the top node unauthorized access to data, the qualitative properties of the extended influence diagram is also needed. Hence, to each attack goal and influencing attribute, a conditional probability table is assigned. The relationships between attack goals these are of either AND- or OR-tables, as exemplified above (cf. Figure 3). The conditional probability tables of attack graph-leafs specify the probability of an attack succeeding given a certain state in the influencing chance nodes (cf. Figure 4). An example of such a conditional probability table for the difficulty of obtaining passwords is given in Table 1. Conditional probability tables for how countermeasures influence each other are also specified. An example of such a table is given in Table 2 for the attribute “Password Y used in multiple systems”. These tables can, as
described above, be specified by experts, based on
literature, or based on empirical studies.

Table 1 – Example conditional probability tabled for
“Succeed in obtaining password”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existence of default passwords</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passwords used in multiple systems</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel susceptible to social engineering</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Example conditional probability table for “Password Y used in multiple systems”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passwords assigned automatically</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Using abstract models for defense graphs

4.1 Abstract models

Thus far in the paper the focus have been on the analysis framework and how to derive a value of security (or expected losses due to lack of security). We now turn to the design or management of information systems. In recent years model based design and management of information systems have gained much attention and increased in popularity. There are many propositions on how to do this, and for information systems design the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is the de-facto standard language. For information system management a number of enterprise architecture frameworks have been proposed. A common denominator for these modeling languages is that they are designed from the point of view of what exists rather than what the models should be used for. The concept of abstract models has been proposed to avoid this [14]. The purpose of these is to merge analysis frameworks, such as extended influence diagrams, and modeling languages so that the analysis can be performed on scenarios modeled according the abstract model.

An abstract model comprise of four components: entities, entity relationships, attributes and attribute relationships. The first three of these components can be recognized from standard modeling languages such as the class diagrams of the UML. Entities are a central component in most modeling languages and can as in class diagrams be used to represent concepts of relevance for the model. These can be either physical artifacts, such as “computer” and “person”, or more concepts such as “data” and “procedure”. Entities are represented in a similar was as classes in UML are: a rectangular box with the name of the entity specified at its top.

Entities can in abstract models be connected through entity relationships. These entity relationships are depicted as lines spanning between the entities with roles names and multiplicities declared at the endpoints.

Attributes of abstract models are as in UML held by entities and are depicted as squared boxes within the entity belong to. However, unlike in UML, they are random variables or utility variables of finite domains. In other words the attributes of the abstract model are the chance and utility nodes of the extended influence diagram.

Finally, and thus naturally, abstract models in addition to other modeling languages have the attribute relationship. This is relationship is the same as the relationship in the extended influence diagrams and is either causal or definitional. If this attribute relationship spans two entities, it is always associated with a particular entity relationship, which is denoted by the dashed line, for indicating which entity relationship that is the reason why the attribute relationship exists. Cf. Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Example of an abstract model.

Abstract models can thus be seen as metamodels enhanced with extended influence diagrams. This enhancement is not as straight forward as it seem. The reason for this is that the extended influence diagram does not differentiate between the instantiated and abstract modes. For instance, as a result of the multiplicities of entity relationships, the number of
parents an attribute has may differ between instances of the abstract model. One way to handle this when describing the “instantiated extended influence diagram” is to use aggregation functions to specify the conditional decency an attribute has on its parents. Examples of such aggregation functions are “AND”, “OR”, “AVERAGE” and “MAX”.

4.2 Generating abstract models from defense graphs

Schechter [15] points out that the structure of attack trees depends on the system architecture and the choice of countermeasures. For example, in architectures that contain confidential data, attacks compromising the access control of this data are relevant. The countermeasures included in the architecture are also of relevance since the attack vectors that are available depend on these. The attacks bypassing an access control mechanism based on biometrics does for instance differ from attack against an access control mechanism based on passwords. Also, the multiplicity of countermeasures is of importance since additional countermeasures introduce additional hinders for adversaries.

Abstract models offer a way of handling these dependencies by dictating the attribute relationships as a consequence of an entity relationship. With this as a basis, it can be expressed how the relationship between attack-goals depend on the entities included in a model, and their relationships to each other.

The nodes of a defense graph, expressed as an extended influence diagram, are typically associated with some entity to which they belong. Based on this, the entities that are relevant for the assessment can be identified and populated with the appropriate attributes. For example, the node “Password Strength” can be interpreted as the entity “Password”, holding the attribute “Strength”.

If an entity relationship shall be included in an abstract model depend on the structure of the associated extended influence diagram. The entity relationships of relevance are those that determine if an attribute relationship shall exist in an instantiated version of the model. The example abstract model in Figure 6 does for instance have the entity relationship “includes” since this relationship between a system and component would result in attribute relationships between their attributes.

4.3 An example abstract model over password protection

The attributes of the extended influence diagram in Figure 5 refers several concepts that needs to be investigated in a security assessment. The objective is to protect some data and vital for this is the password authentication mechanisms which protects software such as application and operating systems. The password authentication mechanism uses passwords to grant or deny access and these passwords could or should be governed by a password policy. The persons who own the passwords have an influence on security related attributes according to the extended influence diagram and should also be considered in the assessment. Furthermore, if password holders are covered security training and awareness program is influencing the probability that these individuals have received training and participated in awareness sessions. Hence, this aspect should also be included.

The entities are included because they hold attributes that are of relevance to the assessment. For example, the entity password is relevant because they should have strength. The persons holding the passwords are relevant since their susceptibility to social engineering influence the difficulty to perform attacks.

For personnel, the participation in awareness and training programs is believed to influence their susceptibility to social engineering, hence if they are covered by such programs is also of relevance. The password authentication mechanism itself holds attributes such as strength of password hash and if there is an active password checker in use. These defensive attributes and the attributes representing attack goals and sub-goals give rise to the abstract model in Figure 1.

Relationships among attributes in the abstract model should exist if they will lead to an attribute relationship in an instantiated model. For instance, in an instantiated abstract model the entity relationship owns between a person and a password would imply that the person’s attribute “Has participated in security awareness session” influence strength of the password. If a password’s strength is influencing the minimum password strength of an authentication mechanism depends on whether it gives access to that particular password authentication mechanism. In the same way, a password protection mechanism’s attributes will only influence the difficulty of bypassing logical access control of software if it protects that specific application or operating system. The attribute relationships that these entity relationships are associated with is shown with dashed lines Figure 7.
5. Instantiating the abstract model

5.1 Evidence collection

A security assessment typically involves data collection in terms of interviews, documentation studies, log reviews, deriving various metrics, penetration tests and more. The purpose of this is to collect information (evidence) about matters that are believed to influence security to facilitate analysis. One part of this information collection serves to identify the entities that need to be investigated and their relationship to each other. Another part of the data collection concerns the quality of various attributes and analyzing how these qualities influence security.

In relation to the framework presented herein the first part of information serves to scope the model based on the entities and relations available in the metamodel. The second part will add evidence to the state of attributes that influence the security. Evidence on attributes’ state can be added by for example studying documents, performing interviews, from first-hand experience, or form penetration testing.

There is always some uncertainty as to whether the evidences has credibility and reflect the actual state of attributes [25]. A penetration test will for instance provide a high degree of confidence in results if the simulated attack is successful while unsuccessful attempts do not ensure the nonexistence of vulnerabilities. Documents describing systems may be old and obsolete, persons interviewed may be biased etc. Furthermore, some attributes are harder to assess directly than others and the evidence collected on these will consequently be vaguer. Abstract models allow the uncertainty of collected information to be included in the assessment by expressing evidence on the state of attributes through chance nodes. These evidence chance nodes are influenced by the state of the assessed attribute.

In Figure 8 evidence obtained from an interview on the use of automatic password checker is depicted as an ellipse. Table 3 expresses the significance of this of evidence by describing the expected outcome of the interview based on the possible states of assessed attribute. In this example, the system administrator would give the answer “true” with 95 percents probability if there is an automatic password checker. With 10 percents probability the system administrator would wrongfully answer “true” even if there was no automatic password checker.
While there may be numerous attributes influencing the security according to an abstract model, evidence on all of these does not have to be collected. However, the more evidence that is collected, the more certain the result is. A method for dealing with the tradeoff between data collection cost and its impact in abstract models has been presented by [32].

5.2 Constructing the concrete model

By instantiating the abstract model, a concrete model can be created. The model depicted in Figure 8 is a concrete model based on the abstract model in Figure 7. In this example the data for which expected losses is assessed are customer records and strategic plans.

To base an abstract model on an extended influence diagram that expresses the defense graph has direct benefits. Firstly, it ensures that the model used for assessment, and consequently the data collected for it, contains the data needed to for generating and assessing security using defense graphs. Secondly, since the model only covers the parts that are of relevance to the assessment, the assessment will only focus on things of relevance to its result. Furthermore, it is from an instantiated abstract model straightforward and supported by tools [14] to derive the attributes, attribute relationships, and conditional probability tables. Using an abstract model, the modeler will only have to model the entities, their relationships, and the state of attributes to assess the security.

Shown in Figure 8 is the expected loss from unauthorized access to the strategic plans. This depends on the probability that an adversary will succeed bypassing the logical access control of the ERP Client. This in turn depends on the attributes of its password protection mechanism, and so on.

Based on the entities instantiated in the concrete model and the relationship among these, a network of attributes can be derived. This network will correspond to an extended influence diagram expressing a defense graph. The attributes to be included can be derived from the entities that have been instantiated. And since the attribute relationships are associated with entity relationships, these can be derived based on the entity relationships that exist in the concrete model.

Together with evidence, like the interview system administrators, Bayesian inference can be used derive a value of attributes in the same way they can in an influence diagram. This would include deriving the probability that certain attacks succeed; the expected consequence of attack attempts; and an index comparing the expected losses of today’s solution and the optimal one. Furthermore, this can be done even if the evidence is incoherent, or incomplete.
6. Discussion

When modeling security, or anything else for that matter, there is typically a tradeoff between completeness and feasibility on one hand, and simplicity and accuracy on the other. Models of attacks against cyber technology is no different, in fact attack graphs growing large is a known problem [33]. Hence, identifying all plausible attack steps and defense mechanisms prior an evaluation could become a daunting task. A suggested solution to the problem, proposed by Liu and Hong [1], is to use Bayesian networks to express attack graphs.

In a similar manner is the method proposed in this paper using extended influence diagrams, which also is form of Bayesian networks, to enable a compact representation of both attack graphs and defense mechanisms. By taking advantage of the probabilistic expressiveness of these Bayesian networks, the complexity of graphs can be reduced to a desirable size. This allows models to be created, without enumerating all plausible attacks or specifying them to the last detail, and instead include the uncertainty that is a result of keeping models on a high level. This also enables models to express uncertainty related to for instance access success that is a result of unknown, novel, attacks. By introducing this uncertainty to the analysis framework it is also possible to refine it iteratively. The more we learn about certain attacks and how to protect against them (by case studies, experiments or otherwise), the more we can reduce the uncertainties in the framework. In other words, the quality of results is related to how well we have prepared the analysis framework.

Except for managing the problem with knowing exactly all kinds of attacks and how to defend oneself against them, there is also always a practical problem of assessing cyber security with respect to our current knowledge. Typically in real world situations there are so many things that we know have a bearing on cyber security that there are an enormous amount of information about the state of the world that are needed for performing the security analysis. To collect all this data with high confidence take substantial efforts, if possible at all. However, the level of certainty in the results that is the highest imaginable. These two parameters thus need to be traded against each other by the decision maker. By using abstract models to generate defense graphs, and provide evidence on attribute states together with their credibility, a model based on incomplete information can provide a value on security that also provide an indication of the certainty of this value.

7. Conclusions

Model based design and is an established approach for management of information systems. For these models to support decision making relating to cyber security, the models of systems, software, and enterprises need to include the factors that influence security.

This paper has shown how defense graphs expressed with extended influence diagrams can be merged with the concept abstract models. Used as a metamodel this type of abstract model will include all the components necessary to perform a security assessment based on an architecture model. In addition to this, it will express how these components influence each other and how to derive a value on security and expected losses from an instantiated model.
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